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Pizza Box S’mores
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Week Five Arts and Crafts
Rainstick

SUPPLIES:


Toilet paper tube



Construction paper



Tape



Tinfoil



Rice/beans/beads

INSTRUCTIONS:


Using markers/crayons etc decorate the outside of your tube



Using the end of the cardboard tube, trace the circles leaving about 5 inches between your circles



Cut out the circles, making sure to leave a 3 inch overhang



Cut slits around the circle, making sure not to go past your traced line



Lay the circle on one end of the tube, and tape the slits around the end of the tube



Take a piece of aluminum foil and roll it lengthwise



Create a spiral with the foil, using the tube as a template



Pour rice inside the tube



Place the other circle on the opposite end of the cardboard tube, and tape it in place



Turn your rainstick in all directions to hear the sound of the rain!
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Week Five STEM

Pizza Box S’mores Oven
SUPPLIES:


Pizza box



Page protectors



Black paper



Duct tape



Packing tape



Bamboo skewer



Foil



Ruler



glue

INSTRUCTIONS:


On the outside of the pizza box lid, measure and draw a square that is about 2in from the edges of
the box.



Cult along the front and two sides of the square using a box cutter or scissors. DO NOT CUT ALONG
THE HINGED SIDE.



Measure and cut a piece of foil large enough to line the bottom and two sides of the pizza box.



Glue toe foil—shiny side up!—to the bottom of the pizza box



Measure and cut a piece of foil large enough to cover the inside surface of your flap in the lid. Glue
the foil—shiny side out—to the lid so it is facing the inside of the box.



Measure and cut a piece of construction paper that is 1-2in smaller along each edge than the bottom
of the box.



Center the black paper on the foil bottom of the box. Using clear tape, tape the black paper to the
foil.



Take the page protectors, and carefully pull the thin sheets apart along the short edge. Lay out both
rectangles, and tape the two long edges together to make one large sheet.



Tape the plastic to the inside of the box lid. DO NOT tape it to the flap you cut out. The flap should
still move freely, and the plastic covers the flaps opening from under the lid.



Use the sharp end of the skewer to poke two small dents about 2inches apar into one side of the lid.
Tape the skewer to use as a kickstand prop to keep the box lid open.



You are ready to cook!
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Week Five Cooking

Pizza Box S’mores
SUPPLIES:


Pizza Box Smores Oven



Graham Crackers



Chocolate Bars



Marshmallows

INSTRUCTIONS:


Open the lid of your oven



Load the oven with your smores—graham cracker, topped with a chunk of chocolate, topped with a
marshmallow. You will add the second graham once your smores are cooked.



Keep the smores spread out on the black paper in your oven.



When you are ready to cook them, go out into the midday sunshine. Set the oven in a spot that will
have full sun for a long time and open the flap.



Adjust hte flap so that it reflects as much heat as possible into the oven. Let sit outside to melt the
marshmallows.



Enjoy!
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Week Five Family Activity
Color Scavenger Hunt

SUPPLIES:


Scavenger Hunt List



Pen

INSTRUCTIONS:




Using the printed scavenger hunt, race with your family to find an item that corresponds
with each color

Week Five Middle School Activity

Collapsible Water Bottles
SUPPLIES:


Water bottle



Permanent Markers

INSTRUCTIONS:


Using the markers, decorate your water bottle however you would like!



Fill with water, and keep hydrated!

